M2M COURSE (M2M X08): NEW PURPOSESHARING THE
GOOD NEWS

Name:______________________________________
Date Began:____/____/____

Date Completed:____/____/____

Proctor/Guidance Counselor/Instructor:______________________________

Directed, self-study instructions:
Please read all of the Course materials.
Complete the Interactive Discovery (101 and 201 requirement).
Complete the Faith-life Discussion Section (201 requirement only).
Complete the research questions below (If assigned):
1. What will you learn from this course?
2. Explain what commission means?
3. What is evangelism?
4. Define the Holy Spirit?
5. What is meant by the term, original language?
6. What does the word preach mean?
7. Explain the difference between testimony and witness?
8. What is one of the results of the new-life?
9. What does this Commission involve?
10. Furthermore, what else do we have as a responsibility?
11. Who does this responsibility begin with practically?
12. _____ Jesus with others is often referred to as ______ (fill in blanks)
13. What does the act of sharing the good news involve?
14. In the original language of the New Testament what is the most common root for the
word, witness?
15. A ______ is a person willing to ____ for a cause, particularly issues involving our
____
16. What is a very neglected area of believers’ lives?
17. What do many believers fear?
18. What is one of Satan’s first efforts?
19. Where did this strategy to destroy originate?
20. What did Satan use to deceive the female and encourage the first man to disobey
God?

21. Who else did Satan attempt to destroy His testimony?
22. What did Paul say concerning our knowledge about Satan’s commission of darkness?
23. Is there Biblical evidence that people who truly encounter Jesus have difficulty
sharing about Him?
24. When people encounter Jesus the Biblical truth is “_____ _____ ____ _______.”
25. When Jesus was the source of a person’s new life and he told the person not to tell
anyone what He did what often happened?
26. What did Jesus warn His disciple about if they were ashamed of Him?
27. What is another misconception about witnessing?
28. The study-or-field of sharing our faith is called, _____________
29. What is evangelism?
30. What is a commendable endeavor?
31. If handled improperly what can damage a believer’s confidence and willingness to
share one’s personal experience with Jesus?
32. Excluding the Gospels (i.e., Matthew, Mark, Luke, John), which book in the Bible
has more occurrences of sharing the gospel of Jesus Christ?
33. What is important for believers to become familiar with concerning this area of their
faith-life?
34. What is the first witnessing opportunity believers need to identify?
35. What level of training does a believer need for this opportunity?
36. What is the second witnessing opportunity believers need to identify as an
opportunity to witness?
37. What level of training does a believer need for this opportunity?
38. What is the third witnessing opportunity believers need to identify as an opportunity
to witness?
39. What level of training does a believer need for this opportunity?
40. What is the fourth witnessing opportunity believer need to identify as an opportunity
to witness?
41. What level of training does a believer need for this opportunity?
Witnessing scenarios:
42, You are on the job, and John shares with you how much difficulty he is having with
his children, which witnessing opportunity is this (1,2,3,4)
43. You are talking to your neighbor, and he wants to talk religion with you, but he is an
avowed atheist, which witnessing opportunity is this (1,2,3,4)
44. You are alone at a restaurant, and the waiter ask you about issues such as 9/11,
Katrina, and world-wide events, and wants to know your views, which opportunity is this
(1,2,3,4)
45. You are at church in Sunday School, there’s a person who is asking several questions
that seem to demonstate skepticism about salvation by faith, which opportunity is this
(1,2,3,4)

46. As a _________ you should not underestimate your personal experience with the
Lord.
47. What does the Holy Spirit do concerning you personal experience with the Lord?
48. What should we always remember?
49. Since proof-texts as we know it today did not exist, what did the persons in the early
Church share?
50. According to Acts 1:8 what did believers have upon them that empowered them to
share?
51. According to Acts 2:41, How many people were saved without proof-texts?
52. What is the emphatic truth about out new life ?
52. What is a person doing when he or she shares Jesus with someone?
True of false
53. Romans 1:16, The writer Paul was ashamed of the gospel ____
54. 1 Corinthians 1:23, We preach Christ crucified ____
55. 2 Corinthians 4:5, We preach ourselves ____

